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ABSTRACT

The goals‘of the phonetic analysis of
speech activity are determined by the pro-
perties of the language as a means of
communication. Pro uction and perception
of speech under normal conditions of com-
munication can only be understood if one
is aware of both the characteristics of‘
simple acoustic signals, representing a
set.of allophones and the rules of their
grocessingt
f great importance is also a detailed

study of phonetic variance of a particu-
lar language as well as information on
phonetic s ructure of meaningful units of
the language: morphemes and words. A pho-
netic fund of the Russian language has
been described that combines the informa-
tion Specified above. The fund provides
phonetic information for speech analysis
and synthesis as well as for liguistic
study of Russian sound system.

Phonetics as a science dealing with
speech sounds can proceed along two dis—
tinct paths: one parallels phonology,
whose concern is distinctive function of
speech sounds, the other parallels psycho—
physiology, studying mechanisms of pro-
duction and perception of sound sequencea
Phonology has already devised rather
Strict methods of analysis enabling ling-
uistsito study any sign system. Phonolo-
gy's traditional refusal to analyze pho-

netic reality has become now a universal
characteristic of phonological studies,
where the authors either absolutely deny
the importance of physical prOperties of
speech sounds or are satisfied with rath-
er primitive phonetic information.

During the 16 years separating us from
the Yilth Congress of Phonetic Sciences
when Dr D.B.Fry accused linguists of neg-

lecting scientific knowledge little has

been changed. Up to now, experimental
phonetic studies of speech activity
have been non-essential for phon010gists,

because it is assumed that by contrast
with the systematic character of language,
speech is individual and, as a consequai-

ce, unsystematic. many present-day phono-

logical concepts exist absolutely indeper
dently of phonetic knowledge, are "nouri-
shed" by their own postulates, and it
seems that no new phonetic information
obtained in experimental studies can
shake the stability of those postulates.

Another approach to speech sounds is
represented in studies dealing with
speech production and perception. During
the last decades a wealth of research
work has been done, where the properties

of man, allowing him to use speech so
effectively in communication, were of ut-
most importance. Interest in this inform-
ation is shown first of all by those re-
search workers who, with respect to lin-
guistics,may be called representatives of
neighbouring sciences — physiologists,
psychologists, research workers in speech
communication and automatic speech recog-

nition, as well as those studying rob-
lems of artificial intelligence. his
trend using the most perfect experimental
methods and statistical analysis has made

an important contribution to our concepts
both in the physiology of speech product-

ion and in psychophysiology of speech

perception, beginning with peripheral
processing of speech signals and ending
in procedures making decisions b cent-
ral parts of the hearing system i for a
detailed account of a similar approach
and extensive bibliography on this sub-
ject see, for ex la, the work by Bern-
ard Delgutte /£3 . However, the mater-
ial used in most of these studies seems
to be rather limited, if considered from
the point of view of linguistics. For in-
stance, in studying speech perce tion
such simple sound sequences, as V or
CVO are often used. Many researchers,on
the whole, prefer using synthetic speech-
like stimuli which allow them to manipul-
ate the parameters under study, no matter
how far their characteristics are from
those of real speech signals. 7

As a result of the-development of
such diametrically opposed sciences as
the phonology and psychophysiology of
speech, sciences using their own strict
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methods and having Specific areas of

application, the speech actiVity of man,

who used Speech signals for communicati-

on, is beyond the interests of both the

fonner and the latter trends. Phonolo—

gists, as has been said, are not interes-

ted in the real manifestations of Speech.

The psychophysiologists' concern, on the

other hand, is limited to the phonetic
properties of simple sound sequences.

it becomes expedient. therefore, to

study speech activity on the basis of
both phonemic concepts and the knowledge
of phonetic mechanisms. It is desirable
that such studies should be more intense-
ve than they are today. From a perceptu-
al point of view, information contained

in the auditory system of any native
Speaker may be compared to a Curious
“puff—pastry", in which without fail
there are the following layers:
(a) Certain universal properties vi audi-
tory system that are common both to man
and animals.
For example, the ability to classify syn-
thetic Speechrlike vowels according to
the values of F1 and E11 and ascertain
"phoneme boundaries"/16/ was found in ex-
periments on dogs, which allows us to
assume that "phoneme boundaries between
vowels are determined by some fundament-
al properties of man's auditory system.
ot by his linguistic competence" 1/.

(b) Some properties of the auditory sys-
tem that are determined by man's linguis-
tic ability and his use of articulate
Speech.
These are properties enabling speakers
of various languages to discriminate be—
tween the vowels of the basic triangle,
to use on— and offeglides of vowels for
the identification of adjacent consonants
to define the accentual structure of a
sound sequence, etc. To these abilities,
common to all people, one might add
sound symboliSm, i.e. the presence of
certain psychological and sound associat-
ions 39%.

(0) Some specific preperties of the audi-
tory system that depend on the speaker's
own sound system. ‘
These preperties are determined not only
by_the number of phonemes and their allo-
phonic variation but also by the whole
sound system. For example, in experiments
on Russian subjects estimating the dis-
tance between pairs of sounds it was
found that d vowels were similarly rated
on the basis of the re 1 lte a ion
the tage part in ( /1$337E 3Tis€757dom /
- /§ama ), rather than on closeness of
their El and Eli values.

ho doubt it is very difficult, or even
impossible, to find the exact boudaries
of the layers. As has been said above,
the ability to identify adjacent conso-
nants by on- and off-glides of vowels is
a common feature of man ( we may assume

that animals can acquire this ability as
well). however, Russian Subjects easily

identify hard and soft consonants on um

basis of on-glides, because in Russian

hard and soft consonants are in phonolo-

gical opposition, but they show poor dis—

crimi ation of the place of hard conson—

ants p, t, k/ and /b. d. g/- French mm

“merican Subjects, on the other hand,ae

is well known fro ,the classical studies

of the e y '00s713 do this veriell,
but the 7§}-glides of Russian vowels are

not used by them as reliable cues for
correct 1 entification of preceding con-
sonants/7 because softness in these lmr
guages is something unknown and phonolo-
gically irrelevant. _ _

in any case, investigation of Speech
actiVity should be based on the results

of experimental psychophysiological sur

dies, but the main function of Speech,

i.e.conveying meaning, should also be
properly considered. This very function

allows or even provokes variation of

speech signals and hinders successfulmc-

delling of man's perceptual pr0pertiesin

automatic speech recognition.
To demonstrate the degree of diverge-

nce between physiological and psychowv-

siological data, on the one hand, and um
results of speech activity, on the oflwr

hand, two figures are given. In Fig.ya
and b) Russian consonants are shown in

two different feature Spaces. Fig.1a de-
monstrates a geometrical arrangement cf

the consonants i a space of articulau-

on features/£87, which seemed to be 8
convenient way to show the relationsbe‘

tween nussian consonants and their feat-

ures. Fig.1b demonstrates an arrangement
of Russian consonants in a space of 993'
chological features comparable with sub
oppositions as h d-soft and continumm‘
discontinuant/24 . What a great differ-
ence between the geometrical linguisnc

pattern and the real arrangement of the
consonants in the perceptual space!

Fig.2 (a and b) shows schematic If?" _
presentation of the vowels used as shnu

li in experimental phonetic studies:

Fig.da demonstrates synthetic four-f¢“‘
ant stimuli used in numerous works $1?8
at ascertaining "phoneme boundaries / e:

Fig-3b shows Russian stressed and unstr-

ssed vowels. As can be seen from the “E
Parison of steady—state synthetic vowel

(400 msec long) and transitory natural
V0W918(Varying in duration from t°
00 msec), the differences between tmm t
are so great that one cannot assume hag

in Processin and identification of fl”
two groups 0% stimuli the same mec
are used.
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Fig.I. Russian consonants in a space of
features.
(a) Russian consonants in a space of
artiCulatory features, demonstrating
the arrangement of the consonants with-
in phonemic system/lb/;

(b) Russian consonants in aspace of
perceptual features related to the
features "hard-soft" and "continuous—
discontinuant"/34/-

Thus, in investigating speech activi-
ty, when natural languages are studied,
one should consider the following: (I)
psychophysiological properties of man,
2) how these properties are realized in

a particular phonetic system, (3) in
what way the phonemic system as one of
the upper levels of the linguistic struc«
ture effects speech activity.

Such an approach to the study of
speech activity will undoubtedly cause
the disapproval of both phonologists and
representatives of the natural sciences.
Let us take courage and borrow what we
need from these opposite provinces!

Aha 1?

6?

\

—

t
Fig.2 The scheme of formant characteris—

tics of the experimental vowels.
Ea) synthetic vowels
b natural Russian vowels, both

Stressed and unstressed, occur-
ring in different phonetic
contexts.

rhonemic terminology, due to thorough
elaboration of the main concepts of the
field, is more precise than psychOphysi-
ological one. Let us consider some of
the terms.

I. The Phoneme is the minimal unit of
the expression system which is able to
constitute and distinguish meaningful
units i.e.WOrds and morphemes /20/.The
term psychophysiological phoneme", as
used by psychophysiologists, is less pre-
cise: psychological phonemes are defined
as units corresponding to non-overlap—
ping areas in the space of acoustic pa-
rameters of the speech signal. The num-
ber of these phonemes exceeds that of
linguistic phonemes in any 1anguage.How—
ever, it is not known ex ctly how great
this excess is /16, p.827. Fig.3 pre-
sents the phoneme boundaries of psychol-
ogical vowel phonemes in relation to the
arran ement of Russian vowels in Fl-FII
plane Fig.3a), as well as data on pos-
sible changes in F1 and F11 of the vo-
wels as a result of coarticulation with
adjacent consonants(Fig.3b). Comparison
of these figures shows that psychologi-
cal phonemes, as revealed in experiments
on synthetic vowels, do not correspond
to the arrangement of natural vowels
based on their acoustic and perceptual
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characteristics.
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Fig.6 areas of F-values of natural
aussian vowels and "phoneme boun-
daries" '
a) arrangement of Russian vowels in

Fl-FIi plane and as related to
"phoneme bOundaries" obtained in
experiment with synthetic vowels;

b) possible Pi and F11 values of
glides with respect to stationary
segments of the vowelsz/a, o, e,
1 ,u, i/ - stationary segments;
/c'a/ etc. - i-glides of the vow-
els preceded by soft consonants;
/pa/,etc.- glides of the vowels
preceded by labials.

what are the correlates of phonemes in
speech activity? From the viewpoint of
.speech production, the minimal unit of
pronunciation is an open syllable(CV,CCV),
in which the information about the conso-
nant(s) and the vowel is cont7ined nearly
in the whole of the syllable 4, 6 ; nei-
ther is it the minimal unit from the view-
point of Speech perception, because some
phonemes and classes of phonemes cannot
be identified without minimal phonetic
.context /ID/. Finally, if we consider the
main function of phonemes, which is to
.constitute and distinguish meaningful lin-
guistic units, the phoneme does not appear
to be their obligatory element; it is a
well-known fact that it only seems to a
.subject that the two words.differ.in some

sound se ment /3/; it is also known that

man can hear" the sound in a sound sequ-
ence(more often in meaningful units) even
if it is not present at all.

we may speculate that the phoneme as

the minimal unit of the expreSSion syst-
em is only necessary to put in good or-

der conceptions about the structure (ar—
rangement, set-up) of meaningful units,

and such a conclusion gives grounds for

the very bold but false claims that. the

phoneme as an operational unit of lingu-
istic analysis bears no relation to
speech activity of native subjects. Re-

searchers studying Speech activity have

already gone through the period when the

concept of the phoneme seemed to be a

logical device which did not have a7§b/

correSpondenoe with speech material .

Now one can safely say that the phoneme

is as real as other units of linguistic

structure, such as the morpheme, the

word, etc. Evidence of its reality for

native subjects is quite plentiful and -

is discussed on a large scale in experi

mental phonetic studies. Let.us consider

some of the facts in the sepuence that

seem to be the most natural . ‘
A phonemic system is represented in lthe

brain of n tive subjects as an organized
structure 4, 17/. Phonemic classificat-
ion is used by native subjects for syste-

matization of sound units ( in speech 1r
perception), which greatly vary in th;
parameters, and for coding programs 0 _

essential articulations ( in speech Pr°_
duction). Phonetic realization of a pho
nemic sequence, as a Specific phenomena:
of any langu e, is regulated by a who d

set of rules the articulatory.basi8)a§ _
leads to certain peculiarities of perihg

tual processing of acoustic signa18(
perceptual basis) 8 . . . .

Z. The honeme and its dlstlnctifieh
features. gince the middle of the ;0_
century, this roblem, due to the scetc

larlvork of akobson, Pant, Kalle..-c E-

has become central inphonologicaldéie:
sions and experimental phonetic Stu r all

‘Linguists concern themselves first ot've

twith”the idea of regarding a distinc lex-
)feature as an 1 dependent unit of'theort-
pression system73, 14/. of utmost 1mg

ance for phoneticians is the study 0 o

articulatory and acoustic correlates ed-

distinctive features, as well as prgcdis_

ures for obtaining information abo‘ti n
tinctive features in speech pe7gepla7.

!x
- ' - ‘deTakin this opportunity to acquaint W1

circlgs of phoneticians with studies
little known outside this country, f
.will mainly mention here the results 0
‘studies of Soviet phoneticians.
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No'less important, however, is the
problem of the degree of manifestation of
linguistic and proper phonetic characte-~ristics of distinctive features in nativeSubjects' Speech activity. is the phoneme
represented by a constant set of distin—ctive features or does it vary from one
context to another? As a matter of fact,
the answer to this question is closely
connected with a different problem: is
the set of distinctive features of a pho-
neme based only on the phonemic oppositi-
ons existing in a given language or does
the phonemic system itself effect the
procedure of attributing distinctive fea-
tures to phonemes? For example, are the-
phonemes k', g', x'/ ‘n the words
/ruh'i/ "hands“, /g'i "anthem" and/x'itruj/ ”cunning soft or is their soft-
ness an allophonic variation determinedby the character of the fol owing vowel?Are the affricates /c and 5/ voiceless
or are they lacking ch acteristics of
the feature "voiceless voiced"? Experim-
ents on speech activity of Russian sub-
jects demonstrate that the set of distinc-
ive features of each phoneme is ascert-

ained on the basis of knowledge of the
phonemic system as a whole, and if the
feature in question is distinctive for
most phonemes, it is also attributed to
the-phoneme which is not apposed to oth-ers by this feature. Thus, /n/ is a fore-
lingual nasal phoneme, thOugh in Russian
there is no opposition of forelingual and
backlingual nasal consonants; backlingual/k', gf, x! in the words given above are
soft phonemes but not the allophones of
hard k, g, x . This conclusion is suppor-
ted not only by numerous experiments whe-
re subjects make phoneme discriminations
of such sounds, but also by the indiSput-
able ability of the subjects to mark the
unnaturalness", "anomaly" of those stim—

uli which satisfy our phonological con-
cepts about distinctive features but do
not meet the phonetic requirements concer-
nin the correlates of the distinctive
fea ures. it is noteworthy that distinct—
ive features are abstractions: each dis—
tinctive feature has a great number of
phonetic correlates, and native Subjects
can use any combination of these correla—
tes for the identification of the distin-
ctive feature in question. The abstract
nature of distinctive features is also
supported by the fact that the character
of phonemic oppositions is determined not
by the degree of phonetic manifestation
of distinctive features but by phonemic
relations proper. For example, Russian
nasal and soft consonants having distinct
phonetic characteristics are in phonemic
oppositions to each other as unmarked and
marked members, the fact having been de-
finitely confirmed in perceptual experi-
ments on Russian subjects 0 .

it follows from what has been said .-
above, that, on the one hand, native sub-,
jects behave contrary to the phonological
conceptions about phonological operation
(which have been developed in phonology).
On the other hand, being tolerant to the
varying charateristics of speech sounds,
native subjects use an effective set of
rules allowing them to proceed from a
variable phonetic picture to a sequence
of phonemes, thus constituting the expre-
ssion of meaningful units. This, in turn.’
means that native subjects use their own,
phonemics, which only partly coincides
with that of a phonologist.

3. The Phoneme and the Morpheme.
From the viewpoint of classical phono-

logy one of the main functions of the
phoneme is its ability to discriminate
morphemes. Morphemic criteria are also
used both in determining the independent
status of a phoneme and in making decisi-
ons as to mono- or biphonemic interpre-
tation of a scund sequence, as well as in
classifying phonemic oppositions. Indeed,
the morpheme is the minimal meaningful
linguistic unit and the ability of the
phoneme to function as the morpheme's ex-
ponent is a very important evidence of
the linguistic segmentation of the acous-
tic continuum into minimal segmental
units, i.e. phonemes. '

It is necessary to point out that ex-
perimental phonetic studies are very ra-
rely based on conceptions that combine
both phonemic and morphemic levels of
analysis.

But it is quite clear that a descrip-
tion of human Speech activity dealing
with natural coherent utterances should
not ignore the principal rules that gov-
ern the sound(phonetic) structure of mor-
phemes. Russian language studies have ex-
cited an ever-growing interest in this
problem. Every chain of sounds can be re-
presented phonetically, for Russian at
least, as a sequence of open syllables,
and from a morphological viewpoint, as a
sequence of morphemes: affixes, roots
and infiections (Fig.4). Segmentation of
the utterance into Open syllablesis used
in applied studies and is confirmed by
experimental data/2/,

I , I
CV CV CV CV CCVram—1T”, [ELIV—CCZHTW—i :71 F","_1a 3/74 pa d/m gt V61 6% £0 i‘mz

| ,Ljy |L___JL__JLJLI L__JULJ Y
[Q 4F /7 1Q .5 53: f? .5/7 I

Fig.4 a sound se uence segmented into
open syllables ?at the top) and morphs
(at +he bottom).
d-root, P-prefix, S-suffix, F-flexion
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in order to gain an understanding of

how this segmentation can be rendered

morphologically, that is, how to trans-

form a sequence of syllables into a sequ—

ence of morphemes, a special study was

carried out.
Each syllable was considered from the

point of view of its morphological seg-

mentation. producing the morphemic syl-

lable structure. This made it possible to

formalize the transfer from syllable seg-

mentation to morphemic segmentation/31 .
We have every reason to believe that

the relation between the "morphemic stru-
cture of the syllable" and the "syllabic
structure of the morpheme" has psycholin-
guistic correlation and it can be experi~
mentally investigated as an element of
human speech activity.

A close study of phonetic properties

of morphemes revealed certain facts
which are important in the evaluatiOn of
nor hological criteria used in phonology.

irst of all, not every morpheme is

a meaningful unit. becondly, many morphe-

mes differing in their sound pattern ha-

ve the same grammatical meaning (we are

not considering root morphemes here, of
course). These facts challenge the exclu-
siveness of morphological criteria in
phonology.

Nevertheless, rules governing the com-

bination of phonemes(sounds) into morphe-
mes and their arrangement into word-forms

are language Specific; they form one of

the building blocks of what is meant by
"language comprehension" or "information
about higher levels" in constructing
speech recognition models.

Systematic studies of the Russian Lan-
guage Dictionary x where each word is re-
presented as a sequence of morphemes 23 ,
have made it possible to obtain quantita-
tive data for linguistic interpretation
of the predictability of phonemes both
in a dictionary and in speech flow.

‘ 0 thousand words were organized into
‘10 thousand word-families having the same
basic root. x

The phonetic analysis of these roots
revealed the following:
l.Approximately half of the roots contain

a stressed vowel.
2.The probability of the occurrence of a

stressed vowel in the root depends on
its quality:

s res— umber of syllables in the root

8331v°' l 2 3 4 5 6
i z 3 4 o 6 7

“0xx-' 8 i 32 £26 22 v

3 £353 a? L 0.33 oz 7 e
0 0646 3371.037 06 3

Z 3 4 5 6 7

woo MM 641 '75 1'.
i429 $60 as l

u. 410:: 1049 4‘79 45

H
P'

F'
I

esented be ow were obtained
bghgoggutegranalysis o the dictionary.

xxThe absolute number of roots containinfi
this vowel

The table shows that there is a con-

sistent relationship between the number

of syllables in the root and the frequen-

cy of roots: the lon er the roots, the

fewer their number. f freque7t occ ren-

ce in stressed syllables are .a/,/e and
o .

3. The probability of occurrence of un-
stressed vowels in the root morp eme

varies: the more freque t are and

1/, less frequent are ?u/ and 1/.
4. The description of root morphemes in

terms of generalized phonetic struct-

ure(C and V) revealed 23 different
combinations, the more frequent of

them being CVC, CCVC, CVCC and CVCVC.
0. historical alternations of vowels(i.e.

changes in the phonemes of the root

morphemes which cannot be explained by

phonetic rules of modern Pr? unciati-

on) occur in approximately 3 of all
roots,alternations of consonants - in

nearly 6t. _ _
Most prefixes, as our investigation

revealed, contain an unstressed vowel.

This indicates that a stressed vowel in

a prefix is an exception rather than the
rule,which any Russian speaker can use in
phonemic identification of a vowel in a

prefix ( the prefix Sec = b'is for ex-
ample, occurs in the diction7ry 409 tim-
es, whereas the prefix sec = b'es/ oa5
3 times; the prefix Onv =/at/occurs £0 2
times, whereas a. = ot/ is found only 3
times).

The computer based dictionary has -
made it possible to determine the freque

ncy of cases in which considerable vowel

reduction occurs and, as a consequence.
the simplification of the phonemic sequ-

ence. in RuSSian vowel reduction is oft-

en found in post-tonic parts of the word.

A Special computer programme enabled as
to extract all unstressed fragments slv'
en in the dictionary; 67% of word-form5_
contain such fragments in their strucfgoo
re; every 3ii fragments out of the
which are possible occur in 90% of all
word-forms having post-tonic parts.
Research is under way to establish the

relationship between the phonetic and
morphological properties of these frag‘
men S. '

These studies may seem to have no dl‘
rect reference to the investigation of
human speech activity, but this is not r
so.The language competence" of a Speake
J-mplies not only his ability to make use
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of phonemic and phonetic distinctions of
his language, but also to understand the
meaning of the phonetic complexes. The
system of basic knowledge which forms the
mechaniSms of recoding sounds into mean—
ingful units includes also the comprehen-
sion of rules of word-formation which en-
able the speaker to make lexical and gram-
matical interpretation of a phonetically
vague series of sounds.

The study of regularities governing
the formation of the phonetic structure of
an utterance in a particular language is
one of the necessary constituents in the
investigation of human speech activity.
The stu y of speech perception, exhausti-
ve as it might be,will give us informati-
on only about the potential capabilities
of human Speech activity, whereas inform-
ation about the predictability of occur-
rence of phonetic patterns of meaningful
units makes it possible to put forward a
reasonable hypothesis about the mechanrns
which enable the listener to predict one
element of speech by the other and the
abilities of the listener on which the
speaker can rely when he allows himself
certain deviations from the "ideal" pho-
netic pattern of the utterance he produ-
ces.

1n fact, the problem of defining the
acoustic cues for the transformation of
the acoustic continuum into a succession
of discrete elements in Speech perception
or automatic recognition by a computer
cannot be solved without reference to all
possible modifications of the whole word.
These'modifications are governed by cert-
ain rules. This means that in order to
give a thorough and comprehensive phonet-
ic description of the sound system of a
particular language, it is necessary to
take into cons deration both allophonic
modifications caused by the phonetic en-
vironment and modifications due to ten 0
variation, the intonation pattern and the
placement of the word in the phrase ( va-
riability caused by deviations from stan—
dard pronunciation is the subject of a
special study).

50 the problem is to create a phoneti-
cally representative speech material that
will enable us to obtain necessary infor-
mation. ‘ 4

We will use the Russian language.to il-
lustrate how it can be done.

As mentiOned above, there are statisti-
cal data on the open syllable in Russian:
200 most frequentlg occurring syllables
cconnt for about 0% of any Russian text
15/. These are sequences of CV, CCV and

CCCV, both stressed and unstressed.
Fig.3(a,b,c) shows the relative frequ-

encies of syllables with various vowels
(in per cent) and the relative frequencies
of stressed and unstressed vowels in CV,
CCV and CCCV sequences.

it is evident that syllables with the

the vowels /a/,/i/ and /u/ prevail in the
group of most frequently occurring sylla— -
bles; the n ber of syllables containing
stressed /o and e/ is considerably
greater than that of syllables with un-
stressed vowels; other vowels were more
frequently found in unstressed syllables.

a . ‘1

M

40

audioew

' 4% .

moi . °

6’0“ 0 °

m9- 0
‘ 00

40. .

20- . «,

fl9'

% 0'
[00. O

6” - O O o

6? -

2W . . o 0 g 0

la ' l
I . l . 1_ l I

,.. a a" 0 1 a e 1
Fig.3 Relative frequencies of syllables

in Russian:
Eagcontaining various vowels
b and (c)containing either stressed

or unstressed vowels (filled and un-
filled circles). Data on CVsyllables
are given in Eb), and on 00v and CCCV
syllables in c
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The occurrence of consonants and their
clusters in these syllablep is in accord
with the known at tistical data for the
Russian language . The creation of a
phonetically representative text is nece-
ssary not only for experimental studies
of apeech activity but rather it should
serve as a component of the bank of pho-
netic data obtained for any language in
various computer techniques for proces-
sing and storage of phonetic information.
This text, together with simple phonetic

«_aequences like CV and CCV, will provide.
‘ necessary information both for theoreti-
.cal research and applied studies of
speech signals. In its "ideal" form this
bank of phonetic data muSt contain the
following four blocks Fig.6):

L. Block of physical acoustic) inform-
ation proper, which characterized distri-
bution of acoustic parameters at the allo-
phonic level as well as their combination
within a.word-form,
II. Block of phonetic properties of

final constituents of the word-form(i.e.
mor hemes).

I .Block of phonetic properties of the
word-form as a combination of morphemes:
it allows sequences of sounds which are
im ossible within a morpheme.

V. Block of phonetic properties of a
text of any length.

The first of these blocks seems to be
the simplest since it transforms the re-
corded text into digital representation
and perfonms segmentation of the computer
version into "fragments” in accordance
with the prescribed transcription. One of
the disputable.questions here is the num-
ber of informants necessary for obtaining
a statistically adequate and reliable cor—
-pus. They may be few ,but a preliminary
selection with the help of an experienced
phonetician is necessary, since he is ab-
le to assess both the standard of pronun-
ciation and the degree of its individual
variability. The computer version of pho-
netic material makes it possible to obta-
in any information which may, be interesting
for a phonetician and also makes possible
accurate comparison of data obtained by
other li ists.
The secon block in which the information
about phonetic properties of morphemes is
stored, also requires the use of the com-
puter based dictionary segmented into mor-
phemes and computer programmes which make
it possible to obtain the necessary infor-
nation.

The realization of the third block is
also impossible without the computer ba-
sed dictionary. One of the best examples
of such dictionary is the above mentioned
Russian Derivational Dictionary by Dean 3.
Worth (et al.) which gives information
about predictable combinations of deriva—
tional morphemes in nussian.
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And, finally. the block of phonetic '-
prOperties of a text which in fact is
the algorithm for an automatic transcrip-
tion which converts any orthographic re—
cordin into a sequence of phonetic sym-

bols. ince every phonetic symbol is as-
signed its possible acoustic realization
in the first block, such a transcriber

should provide an optimal synthesis of
e text.

th The realization of the bank of phone-

tic data as it is described here is a

very difficult and responsible task.0nlyg
fa few fragments of each of the four in

blocks have been realized up to now.But
our confidence in the necessity of this

work is justified by the interest arous-
ed by this idea in linguists and repre-

sentatives of applied sciences. In some

respect, to create a bank of phonetic
data means to construct a model of human
speech activity.

H .2?

Fig.6 A scheme of phonetic base data
with linguistic information considered
i,iiAlk and iv - blocks of phonetic
properties.Upper lines with arrows
indicate the most closely tied blocks
providing for analysis and synthesis

of speech. Lower lines with arrows in-

dicate the direction of information
transmission in linguistic processing
of speech. -

'I I

Fig.6 shows the structure of the bank
of phonetic data and the relations that
seem important both from the linguistic
point of view and from that of the inve-

sti ation of human Speech activity. _
The block of acoustic data which con

tains information about the realization
of sound units may provide data for a
reliable and thorough description of “W
acoustic cues of the distinctive featu;
res and for the description of stander
pronunciation. Segments from this block
may serve handsomely as transcription d
symbols, since each of them is assigne
information about the position of the _
corresponding allOphone. Phonetic trani
cription provides information about Pflm‘
tential phonetic variability of each P -
neme. it is important that these segmen
ts can also be used for comparison 6“
"ideal" models. _

Classification of final constituents
of word-forms - morphemes - in terms 0

Phonetic and phonological units is ex-_
tremely important for linguistic'analys
sis preper, since we know very little fie
yet about the quantitative sepect 9f t,9
relationship of the two types of lingul
tic units, the phoneme and the morpheme'

how often does a phoneme perform its dis-
tinctive function, i.e. how many morphe-
mes are distinguished by the phoneme alo-
ne? Which phonemes are the more active in
this respect and which are less so? How
often do the morphemes which differ in
various respects have the same phonemic

. make-up? How many morphemes with the same
grammatical meaning differ in their pho-
nemic make—up? Even the listing of these
problems makes it clear that information
cannot be obtained without the use of com-o
puter techniques which are employed not

- ‘ just because of fashion but as vital ref “to
search necessity. a

From the linguisticpointof view, in
formation about the phonetic properties'
of a word-form as a combination of morph-
emes is also of some interest, since it
enables us to obtain quantitative data
that characterize recesses of formin a
phonetic pattern 0 lexical items. e
occurrence of definite classes of phone-
mes in definite positions within a word-
form is a universal phenomenon, but only
by comparing inherent phonological pro-
perties of sound units with their funct-
ions within the word-form and the mor-
pheme can we obtain new data in this res-
pect. These phenomena which occur within
the word-form may even give specialists
in the field of diachronic phonetics
something to think about.

Finally, an automatic transcriber
performs the analysis of any text in
terms.of the first three blocks, and thus
not only verifies the various properties
of sound signals but also enriches the
content of these blocks with the data of
the text.

In conclusion, I would like once
again to draw your attention to the nece-
ssity of the investigation of those spe-
cific aspects which are pertinent to
human sppech activity. The development
of new and reliable methods is on y be-
ginning. To these we may refer the inf
vestigation of the perception of foreign
language sounds (familiar and unfamiliar
to the listener), the comparison of re-
sults of the identification of the same
speech stimuli( synthetic sounds, for
example) by speakers of different langu-
ages, the analysis of perceptual abilit-
ies of Speakers of those languages which
have different rules governing the com-
bination of phonemes into meaningful _
units (Russian compared to Turkish, With
its law of vowel harmony). The modifica-
tions of Russian sound units produced by
the Speakers of different languages is a
good model of the influence of one's .
native language on one's Speech actiVity

in a foreign_language. _
How to investigate these fine mechanisms
of the influence of the linguistic sys-
tem on human speech activity, is the

' problem which requires close attention

of all specialists interested in obtain- '
ing new data about properties of speech
production and perception. A
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